10th Grade Honors English
Dear Students,
The English Department requires summer reading for grades 6-12. We hope that you will
support our effort to instill an appreciation for the great works of literature. Not only does it help
SAT scores, but it also keeps the brain from becoming lazy over the summer!
When school resumes, the questions are due on the FIRST DAY OF CLASS.
A quiz on the novel will be given on the SECOND DAY OF CLASS
The essay is due with the outline stapled to the front on the FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL.
To guide you, look over the sample outline and sample essay attached below.
As per being in Honors you will be expected to handle a rigorous workload throughout the year.
This summer will prepare you for that as you will be reading TWO novels and have assignments
related to both of them. Simply skimming the text, reading notes off of the internet, or other
ways of avoiding actual reading will not benefit you at all. You will not succeed in this class if
you do not read and put in the work.
Novels to read for summer reading:
● To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee
● The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain
The major assignments you have to complete include:
●
●
●
●

A Proper Outline for To Kill A Mockingbird
A 500 Word Essay on T.K.A.M.
Study questions on T.K.A.M.
Study questions on The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

While you are reading the novels, complete the questions that you will find on the school website
as well as attached here.
Essay assignment- Remember to always staple an outline to the front of your paper. Your outline
should have three roman numerals with varying supporting details. Do not put your introduction
or conclusion in your outline—just your three body paragraphs. Use MLA format.
Do not use first or second person. Always analyze literature using third person only. Include a
purpose on your outline, insert a header on page 1 of your essay, and add a word count
(minimum 500) at the end of the paper. See sample outline on website. In the sample outline and
the sample essay, you will see quotes from the novel used as support. You should decide on a
topic before you read so that you can look as you read for great quotes to use in your essay.

Choose from one of the following topics.
● Courage as a theme of the novel
● Growing up/maturity/loss of innocence
● Prejudice and stereotyping
● Symbols of helplessness
LOOK OVER THE SUPPLY LIST ON THE WEBSITE AND ORDER YOUR SUPPLIES
AND YOUR BOOKS ASAP SO THAT WHATEVER THE YEAR BRINGS, YOU WILL
HAVE THEM WITH YOU. Please do not work together! Grow your own brain by doing your
own work. You will be qualifying for NHS this year. Be careful with your reputation and be
original with your answers and your essay.

LATE ASSIGNMENTS:
Anything late (as in not turned in the moment class starts) is deducted by ten
points. For each day I don’t receive the work you will lose 10 points.
EXCUSES OF ANY KIND WILL NOT BE TOLERATED

Your Name

SAMPLE OUTLINE: USE THIS AS AN
EXAMPLE

Your Teacher’s Name
10th English
17 August 2020

Class Systems in To Kill a Mockingbird
Purpose: to discuss the lower class in To Kill a Mockingbird through the characters of Dolphous
Raymond, Walter Cunningham, and Bob Ewell.
I.

Dolphous Raymond
A. Prefers blacks to whites
B. Pretends to drink
C. Quote: “I try to give 'em a reason, you see. It helps folks if they can latch onto a
reason... folks can say Dolphus Raymond's in the clutches of whiskey-- that's why
he won't change his ways... that's why he lives the way he does” (109). Put page
number of quotes

II.

Walter Cunningham
A. Pays his debts
B. Controls a riot
i. Joins the lynchers who go to the jail
ii. Leaves when Scout recognizes him
C. Atticus says he never “took anything they can’t pay back” (26).

III.

Bob Ewell
A. Doesn’t feed his children
B. Drinks his money away

i. Quote: Atticus tells Scout that “None of them [the Ewells] had done a
honest day’s work in his recollection” (40).
ii. Quote: Atticus also explains to Scout that “when a man [Bob Ewell]
spends his relief checks on green whiskey his children have a way of
crying from hunger pains” (41).
C. Is embarrassed by Atticus
D. Attacks Jem and Scout
Keep in mind- No two outlines will be the same. Have at least one quote per Roman Numeral.
Capitalize the first word only unless you have a proper noun. Make outlines parallel in form.
Never have an A without a B, etc. Keep tense consistent and be diligent about grammar,
commas,
agreement, etc.

Your Name
Your Teacher’s Name
10th English (Class Name)
17 August 2020 (Day, Month Spelled Out, Year)
Class Systems in To Kill A Mockingbird
Who has the most class- a rich person or a poor person? Money does not equal class.
People who have class are kind, well mannered, humble, and hardworking. People who do not
have class are crude, lazy, and narrow-minded. In Harper Lee’s novel To Kill A Mockingbird,
there are several distinct social levels, but three who are the lowest represent great differences in
class.
The first member of the lower social scale is a white man who prefers to live within the
black community. Dolphous Raymond turns his back on the hypocrisy of the white society. He
does not confront the racism as openly as Atticus; instead, he chooses to hide the truth about his
feelings. At first look, he appears to be a no-good drunk; however, a closer look reveals a very
nonjudgmental person who makes a favorable impression upon Jem, Scout, and Dill. His
pretense of drunkenness gives the white community an excuse for his inappropriate choices in
life. They say that he just does not know any better. He says to Dill, “I try to give 'em a reason,
you see. It helps folks if they can latch onto a reason... folks can say Dolphus Raymond's in the
clutches of whiskey--that's why he won't change his ways... that's why he lives the way he
does” (109). His kind heart is proof that class really has nothing to do with money.
Another member of the lower class who earns the respect of Atticus is Mr. Walter
Cunningham. His son eats with the Finches, and Atticus tells Scout that they are a proud family
who pay their bills by bringing food items and leaving them on the steps. Scout learns many

lessons about the families in her community through Atticus. He tells her that the Cunninghams
never “took anything they can’t pay back” (26). At the near lynching riot of white men who
challenge Atticus, he stands against the group and disperses the mob after Scout recognizes him
and reminds him of his humanity.
A third representative of the lower class on the economic level is very different from
Raymond and Cunningham. Whereas Dolphus Raymond and Walter Cunningham both
represent an element of human goodness, this person represents narrow-mindedness and bigotry.
Considered “white trash” by other whites in Maycomb, Bob Ewell can only feel importance by
persecuting a black man, the blacks being to only ones beneath the Ewell’s on the social
hierarchy. Ewell lives in ignorance, poverty, and squalor. Atticus tells Scout, “None of them [the
Ewells] had done an honest day’s work in his recollection” (40). Atticus also explains to Scout,
“when a man [Bob Ewell] spends his relief checks on green whiskey his children have a way of
crying from hunger pains” (41). Ewell shows his lack of humanity by attacking innocent children
to get revenge against Atticus for revealing his ignorance during the trial. His treatment of his
children, his lack of work ethic, and his attack on Scout and Jem show him to beneath every
other character in the novel.
The rigid social system of the South is exposed in To Kill A Mockingbird. Through the
eyes of the children, the reader sees the destructive, irrational behavior of the low class through
Mr. Bob Ewell. A step above Mr. Ewell on the economic ladder is Dolphus Raymond, who
doesn’t stand openly against racism, but certainly sees through color to appreciate the heart of
people. Probably at the top of the rung of class is Mr. Walter Cunningham. Even though he is
poor and on an economic level similar to the Ewell’s, he pays his way, works hard, and stands
against wrong when he is encouraged by Scout to do so. Money, or the lack of it, has little to do

with true class.
(Word Count 630) Give a word count at the end of your paper.

To Kill A Mockingbird Study Questions
Directions: Answer each of the following questions with thoughtful responses. Due to limited
space, you may choose to do these questions on a separate piece of paper and attach it to them.
These questions are due the first day of class.
I PREFER HANDWRITTEN OVER TYPED ANSWERS

1. Where does the story take place?

2. What was Dill’s real name?

3. Who is Boo Radley?

4. Describe Scout’s first day at school.
5. What is Walter Cunningham like? What does his behavior during lunch suggest about his
home life?

6. What is Calpurnia’s role in the Finch household?
7. According to Atticus, when does one understand a person?

8. What superstitions do the children have in connection with the Radley house?

9. Describe Miss Maudie Atkinson. How typical is she of Maycomb’s women? What
do the children think of her?

10. What does Miss Maudie tell Scout about Boo? How does this compare with
what Scout already believes?

11. Name two of the gifts that Scout and Jem find in the tree.

12. In chapter 8, why does Scout quiz Atticus about his visit to the Radley house? How much
does Atticus tell her?

13. What is the “near libel” that Jem puts in the front yard? How do Miss Maudie
and Atticus react to it?

14. When Atticus asks Scout about the blanket around her shoulders, what does Jem realize?

15. How well does Atticus feel he should defend Tom Robinson? Is it usual for
white lawyers to do their best for black clients in Alabama at this time?

16. Uncle Jack Finch tells Scout that she is growing out of her pants. What does this mean and
why might he say it?

17. What does Scout learn from overhearing Atticus’ conversation with Uncle Jack?

18. Read the final sentence of Chapter 9. Explain in your own words what it means
and why it might be important in the story.

19. In Chapter 10, Atticus tells his children that it is a sin to kill a mockingbird.
What reason does he give for saying this?

20. What do the children learn about Atticus in Chapter 10 that is surprising?
21. How does Atticus advise Jem to react to Mrs. Dubose’s taunts?
22. What request does Mrs. Dubose make of Jem?
Is this a fair punishment for his “crime?”

23. Explain in your own words what Atticus thinks of insults like “N----Lover.”
24. Why does Atticus consider Mrs. Dubose a “great lady?”
25. Describe Scout and Jem’s visit to First Purchase Church.

26. What new things does Scout learn there about how the black people live?

27. Why does Aunt Alexandria come to stay with Atticus and his family? What is
she like?

28. How does Aunt Alexandra involve herself in Maycomb’s social life?

29. What are Aunt Alexandra’s views about breeding and family?
Why does Atticus tell the children to forget them?

30. Explain what happens outside of the jail (the mob scene).
31. What sort of person is Dolphus Raymond?
32. How does Reverend Sykes help the children to see and hear the trial?
33. What are the main points in the case against Tom Robinson?
34. How does Atticus prove that Tom is innocent?
35. How does Atticus embarrass Bob Ewell on the witness stand?
36. What might be the reason for Mayella Ewell’s crying in court?
37. How does Mayella react to Atticus’ politeness? Is she used to people acting in this way
toward her?
38. What made Tom visit the Ewell home in the first place?
39. Why does Scout think that Mayella is “the loneliest person in the world?”
40. What is Mayella’s relationship with her father like? How do you know?
41. Why does Dolphus Raymond hide his Coca-cola brown bag?
42. What, according to Atticus, is the one thing that Mayella Ewell has done wrong?

43. Explain Atticus’ views on all people being equal.
44. What does Jem expect the verdict of the trial to be? Does Atticus think the same? Why or
why not?
45. As Scout waits for the verdict, she thinks of earlier events. What are these and how do they
remind us of the novel’s central themes?
46. Although Atticus did not want his children in court, he defends Jem’s right to know what has
happened. Explain Atticus’ reasons for this. (Ch. 22)
47. Miss Maudie tells Jem that “things are never as bad as they seem.” What reasons does she
give for this view?
48. Why does Bob Ewell get angry with Atticus? What does he do to Atticus after the trial?
49. How does Atticus react to Bob Ewell’s threats?
50. At the end of chapter 23, Jem forms a new theory about why Boo Radley has never left his
house in years. What is this?
51. Describe the missionary ladies that have tea with Aunt Alexandra?
52. Explain how Tom was killed. What is Atticus’ explanation for Tom’s attempted escape?
53. How does Maycomb react to the news of Tom’s death?
54. Explain the contrast Scout draws between the court where Tom was tried and “The secret
courts of men’s hearts.”
55. Why did Jem not want Scout to tell Atticus about Bob Ewell’s comment?

56. In her lesson on Hitler, Miss Gates says that “we American people don’t believe in
persecuting anyone.” What seems odd about this claim?
57. Why is Scout puzzled by Miss Gates’ disapproval of Hilter?
58. What three things does Bob Ewell do that alarm Aunt Alexandra?
59. After the Halloween party, Scout decides to keep her costume on while walking home. How
does this affect her understanding of what happens on the way?
60. What happens to Jen and Scout on the way home?
61. Who is responsible for saving their lives?
62. What explanation does Atticus give for Bob Ewell’s attack?
63. Who does Atticus immediately think caused Bob Ewell’s death?
64. Why does Heck Tate insist that Bob Ewell’s death was self-inflicted? In what way is this
partially true?
65. Is Heck Tate right to spare Boo the publicity of an inquest? Why or why not?
66. How do the events of the final chapters explain the first sentence in the whole novel?
67. How much of a surprise is it to find what Boo Radley is really like? Has the story before this
point prepared you for this discovery? How?
68. At the end of the novel, Atticus reads to Scout. Comment on his choice of story. Does it have
any connection with themes earlier in the novel and in its ending?

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Study Questions:
Directions: Answer each of the following questions with thoughtful responses. Due to limited
space, you may choose to do these questions on a separate piece of paper and attach it to them.
These questions are due the first day of class.
I PREFER HANDWRITTEN OVER TYPED ANSWERS
Chapters 1-4
1. Identify and explain who the following characters are:
a. Aunt Pollyanna
b. Huck Finn
c. Tom Sawyer
d. Jim
e. Miss Watson
f. Widow Douglas
2. Why doesn't Huck get along with Miss Watson and Widow Douglas?
3. What does Huck think about religion - specifically the good place, the bad, and prayer?
4. Contrast Tom and Huck. What are their main differences?
5. Who takes care of Tom and Huck's money?
6. To whom did Jim belong?
7. Who did Jim say gave him the 'five-center piece' he wore around his neck?
8. How did Huck know that his 'Pap' wasn't drowned?
9. Why did Huck give his money to Judge Thatcher?
10. Who was in Huck's room at the end of chapter four?

Chapter 5
1. Describe, in detail, Pap Finn. What kind of person is he? How does Huck feel about him?
2. Why does Pap yell at Huck for becoming civilized? Is he right?
3. How are Huck Finn and Frederick Douglass so much alike? Be very specific.
Chapters 6-10
1. What did Pap do every time he got money?
2. What object did Huck use to escape the cabin?
3. What did Huck drop "so as to look like it had been done by accident?"
4. What was Huck's destination once he was in the canoe?
5. What purpose(s) does Huck's death serve?
6. Why is Jim on Jackson's Island?
7. Give 3 examples of Man vs. Society in this section.
8. Why does Huck dress as a girl to go ashore?
Chapters 11-15
1. Who is Sarah Williams and where is she from?
2. Why do Huck and Jim board the Walter Scott?
3. What do we learn about Jim from his talking about "King Sollermun?"
4. What is a towhead?
5. What's the name of the wreck?
6. How did Louis the XVI die?

7. What trick does Huck play on Jim?
Chapters 16 and 17
1. Why doesn't Huck turn in Jim?
2. Why don't the slave hunters get Jim?
3. Where did Huck lose the raft?
4. How did the raft get destroyed?
5. How did Steven Dowling Bots die?
Chapters 18 and 19
1. How did Huck and Jin meet the King and Queen?
2. Pull two similes to describe Colonel Grangerford.
3. Pull two metaphors to describe the Colonel.
4. Which two families were feuding?
Chapters 20-22
1. What's the point of the incident of the shooting of Boggs?
2. Who killed Boggs?
3. What did Colonel Sherburne tell the townspeople their two mistakes were when they
came to his home?
4. Was the King and Duke's show a success? Why or why not?
Chapters 23-26
1. Why do the townspeople return to the show for a 3rd night?
2. Why did Jim feel bad about hitting his daughter?

3. Why doesn't Huck's conscience bother him when he lies so much?
Chapters 27-29
1. Whom did Huck say he had seen in the king's room?
2. Who was the man with the broken arm?
3. What did Huck do to the king and Duke at the end of chapter 29?
Chapters 30-33
1. Why is Huck upset when Jim is sold?
2. What does the Duke say is the one smart thing the king did - the thing that saved them?
3. Huck found out you can't pray a _____. What does that mean?
4. What did the stranger do to Aunt Sally that made her almost hit him?
5. What happened to the king and the Duke?
Chapters 34-37
1. What's the difference between Tom's plan for freeing Jim and Huck's?
2. What two clues assured Tom and Huck that Jim was in the shed?
3. How did Tom and Huck finally decide to free Jim?
Chapters 38-40
1. What does "Maggoire fretta, minor atto" mean?
2. What was Jim to get instead of a rattlesnake?
3. How does Huck appear to be superior to Tom?
4. What happened that alerted the farmers to Tom, Huck, and Jim's presence?

5. Why didn't the dogs lead the farmer to Jim and the boys?
6. What was Jim going to do when the doctor arrived?
Chapter 41
1. What happens to Jim by the end of the story?
2. ...to Tom?
3. ...to Huck?
4. How did Aunt Sally find out the truth about Jim's escape?
5. How did Aunt Sally find out the truth about Tom "Sid" and Huck "Tom"? (Who showed
up?)
6. What reference is made to Pap at the end of the story?
7. Why was it now so clear to Huck that Tom was willing to help set Jim free even though
he was raised with different ideas?

